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4461 No regrets! 

Chen Xiaobei was now in the third dimension. 

This meant that there were four more spaces, and the four Guardian Saint beasts were all stronger than 

the silver Saint turtle. 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to make it to the end, he would have to pay a huge price, and he might even 

have to gamble his life. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei’s current strength was only enough to defeat the silver-gray Saint turtle. 

So, Chen Xiaobei wanted to find out what kind of fortune was at the end of the ruins. 

Chen Xiaobei would only continue to move forward if necessary. 

If it was not necessary, Chen Xiaobei might as well turn around and not risk his life. 

“It looks like a human-shaped statue, but I’m not sure about the details …” 

 after all, I was just a pet of the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor, ” the silver-gray Saint turtle said 

awkwardly.  I couldn’t guess what he was thinking at all!  

“A human-shaped statue?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

He couldn’t help but recall the scene he saw in the Ling Kong secret realm. 

When Chen Xiaobei had used the one word Saint destroyer incantation, the nine words had merged 

together to form a mysterious figure. 

Immediately after, many more figures appeared in the surroundings. 

These figures were the nine Supreme sacred ancestors from different periods of time. Youth, youth, 

middle age, old age, countless years … 

All of these figures unleashed their strongest attacks to surround and attack the figure that was formed. 

In an instant, the world changed colors, the laws of nature roared, countless worlds collapsed, the Holy 

regions turned into dust, and the void was annihilated. It was as if the end of the world had come. No 

one could resist such a terrifying siege! 

However, the first figure only raised his hand and snapped his fingers. It was very casual and simple. 

As the sound rang out, all the attacks around him, as well as all the Supreme Saint ancestors, were 

completely crushed. Not even a trace of them remained, and they were completely reduced to 

nothingness. 

One person, one snap of his fingers, had easily annihilated all the Supreme divine ancestors! 
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It was terrifying! 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei had wondered if this person was the founder of the one word Holy 

extermination curse. 

At this moment, the silver gray Saint turtle mentioned the human-shaped statue. 

The first thing that came to Chen Xiaobei’s mind was the mysterious figure. 

Chen Xiaobei’s main goal in entering the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield was to find clues about that 

figure. 

If Chen Xiaobei’s guess was correct, the secret behind this figure was most likely the earliest, most 

comprehensive, and most powerful one-word Saint-killer curse! 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s guess, the one word Saint destroyer curse that he and Ling Kong cultivated 

was not complete! 

Back then, supremacy Ling Kong had entered the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield to look for related 

clues. 

However, Supreme Lord Ling Kong had spent his entire life searching for clues, yet he had not been able 

to find any. 

This was very likely because the clues were hidden in the independent space in front of them. Therefore, 

even if supremacy Ling Kong dug three feet into the ground of the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, 

he would not be able to find anything. In the end, he could only leave with regret. 

Chen Xiaobei’s curiosity was piqued. 

He could not be sure if the clues that Chen Xiaobei was looking for were hidden in the seventh layer. 

However, if he did not go and take a look, Chen Xiaobei felt that he would end up like supremacy Ling 

Kong, with a lifetime of regret. 

“I’ve decided! Let me rest for a while, then we’ll continue!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and decided to take the risk. No matter what was on the seventh 

floor, he would not have any regrets if he could see it. 

Besides, a man’s words were kind when he was about to die! 

The profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor had set up this ruin before the life-and-death battle, and he 

wasn’t sure if he was Dead or Alive. It definitely wasn’t a trap to harm others. 

So, even if the thing that was left behind was not the clue that Chen Xiaobei was looking for, it would 

still be of help to Chen Xiaobei. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei would not return empty-handed from this adventure! 

The only thing that Chen Xiaobei needed to think about was how to defeat the four powerful enemies 

behind him! 



“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei tried to calm himself down as he pondered. 

Even though the battle earlier did not consume any energy, it did consume a lot of Chen Xiaobei’s 

mental power. 

Under normal circumstances, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power was only enough to activate Dao of all 

creation and Dao of 10000 return to one once before reaching its limit. There was even the risk of 

fainting. 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei had eaten the mutant Holy bloodfruit. Even though he had used up his mental 

power, he could still replenish it. 

However, the mutant Holy bloodfruit that Chen Xiaobei ate was too low-level. The rate of recovery of his 

mental power could not keep up with the rate of consumption. So, Chen Xiaobei had to rest until his 

mental power was fully recovered before he could enter the next dimension. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had another choice! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei returned to the chaotic space. 

He had just absorbed a late-stage one-star divine ancestor’s energy while the entire divine bloodvine 

was still in the primal space. 

“Whoosh …” 

He took out the great saint orb and cast the ” Hong ” spell, activating the endless great Dao of origin. 

As the energy burned, Chen Xiaobei was about to produce a one star divine ancestor level mutant Holy 

bloodfruit. 

Once he consumed the mutant Holy bloodfruit, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power would be like a cheat. He 

could replenish the mental power of anyone below the level of a two-star divine ancestor. 

He no longer had to worry about his mental energy being exhausted and suddenly falling unconscious 

on the battlefield. 

…… 

Everything went smoothly, and Chen Xiaobei managed to produce the one star divine ancestor level 

mutant Holy bloodfruit. 

After taking it, his mental energy that was almost exhausted earlier was quickly restored. 

They even saved time for rest. They recovered to their best condition in an instant and could continue 

moving forward. 

Before he left, Chen Xiaobei made a special trip back to the beixuan sacred world. 

He had placed all of his million lackeys in the North Mystic Sacred Emperor’s position. 



This way, the beixuan sacred world would be able to provide Chen Xiaobei with a peak divine Emperor’s 

energy every day. 

To Chen Xiaobei, this level of energy was quite rich. 

A part-time job every day was awesome. 

Of course, after the North profound sacred world reached the sacred ancestor level, there would be an 

additional seat for the North profound sacred ancestor. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have a suitable candidate yet. 

After all, the ice Dome divine ancestor could not be trusted one hundred percent, and the silver-gray 

Saint turtle had to stay by Chen Xiaobei’s side for the time being. 

Therefore, the North Mystic Divine ancestor’s seat was temporarily vacant. 

“Let’s continue!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei brought the ice Dome Saint ancestor to the dark sky Kirin and stood on the 

silver-gray Saint turtle’s head. 

The mountain-like Saint turtle carried them through the space gate and into the fourth level of the ruins. 

The environment was the same as before, but the aura around him had changed dramatically. Even 

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was shaken! 

It was terrifying! 
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4462 Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger! 

Being in this space, one could clearly feel a kind of sinister and terrifying pressure. 

This kind of eeriness was like the most Yin and evil evil ghost in the end of the world. This kind of 

fierceness was like the most bloodthirsty and brutal demon. 

In this space, everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, felt like they were surrounded by countless demons. 

These demons could pounce on them at any time, gnawing and tearing at their bodies, chewing on raw 

meat, sucking their blood, and annihilating their souls. They could turn the fresh lives into undead spirits 

that died with grievances in an instant. 

Even Chen Xiaobei could not help but feel his heart tremble. He felt as if his heart was under immense 

pressure every second. 

The dark sky Qilin could no longer withstand the pressure and was sent into the beixuan divine soul 

realm by Chen Xiaobei. 
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The ice Dome Saint ancestor could barely hold on, and the silver-gray Saint turtle’s state of mind was 

slightly better than the ice Dome Saint ancestor’s, so it could hold on for a while without any major 

problems. 

 old grey, what kind of Saint Beast is guarding this layer of space!?  

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to be careless. He immediately asked the silver-gray Saint turtle about the 

enemy. 

 the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger should be guarding this level.  

 back then, my cultivation was one minor realm lower than the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s, ” old 

Hui said.  we haven’t met for billions of years, so I can’t be sure of its true strength!  

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback.  “In every independent space, there is a Holy Meridian. Is this what the 

profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor left behind for you to cultivate when he set up the ruins?” 

“Yes, I am!” 

Old grey nodded and said,”the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor left behind seven holy ancestor-

level Holy meridians for the seven holy beasts to cultivate.” However, it’s extremely difficult to advance 

a minor realm after reaching the Holy ancestor realm, so my cultivation hasn’t made any progress for 

billions of years. The Holy Meridian in the third space I’m in has been preserved.” 

 it’s not just you. The divine beasts guarding the first and second dimensions have not broken through to 

the next level either. The divine veins of the first and second dimensions are still intact!  

Hearing this, old grey could not help but ask,”what about the sacred Beasts guarding the first two 

layers?” Have you also subdued them, master?” 

“No, I didn’t …” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  divine ancestor Broken Sky found this ruin before me. The divine beasts 

guarding the first and second dimensions were both defeated by divine ancestor Broken Sky.  

 I’m not sure if the two Saint beasts are Dead or Alive, but I’m sure that their Saint veins have been 

preserved. They’re being used as the energy source for the formation by Saint ancestor Broken Sky.” 

In fact, divine ancestor Broken Sky had already reached the third layer space before, but he had 

retreated when he realized that he couldn’t defeat old Hui. 

After he left, he set up a green wooden door with the broken Sky sacred wood formation at the 

entrance of the third, second, and first space in order to prevent outsiders from entering the ruins. 

In order to activate the arrays in the three wooden doors, he would need to burn the energy of a sacred 

ancestor. 

This way, the green wooden door could use the Saint veins in the space to activate the array, which 

would save divine ancestor Broken Sky a lot of energy. 

“From what you’ve said, master, the sacred Beasts guarding the first and second layers of space are 

most likely dead.” 



Old grey couldn’t help but sigh, his eyes showing a look of resignation. 

The seven great saint beasts were only the pets of the profound Sage-level divine ancestor. Their lives 

were no longer in their own hands. 

If he had met a challenger like Chen Xiaobei, he might have been able to keep his life. 

If they encountered someone else, even if the Holy beasts were willing to submit, they might not be 

trusted, and they would only end up dead. 

After all, in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield, trusting others easily was equivalent to treating 

one’s own life and interests as a joke. Therefore, most people would definitely choose to kill The 

Guardian Saint beasts when they were unable to completely control them. 

Only when they were dead would they truly be of no threat. 

Therefore, the sacred Beasts guarding the first and second layer of space were very unfortunate. 

Compared to them, old grey was very lucky. Even though Chen Xiaobei’s ability had controlled the life 

and death of the Saint Soul, at least it was still alive. 

More importantly, with Chen Xiaobei’s personality, as long as old grey was loyal and did not play any 

tricks, Chen Xiaobei would not mistreat it. He might even let it continue to grow and achieve 

unprecedented achievements. 

 according to what you’ve said, the Saint Origin Energy in this space seems to be very abundant. The 

Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s cultivation should still be the same as before, without any 

improvement!  

Chen Xiaobei focused his attention on the Saint Qi around him. 

Intuitively, besides the pressure in the air, the environment and situation of the entire space were not 

much different from the previous three spaces. 

It was still the purple-red setting sun, the dark-red earth, and the extremely dense Saint Origin Energy. 

“Theoretically, yes!” 

“If the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s cultivation hasn’t increased, then it’ll be the same as before, 

stronger than me by a minor realm!” Old Hui said in a deep voice. 

Ice dome’s divine ancestor frowned slightly and said worriedly, ”  Childe Chen, although the Bloodfiend 

Saint demonic Tiger is only one minor realm stronger than old Hui, that’s still a trillion times difference. 

Do you still have the confidence to defeat it? ” 

It was clear that the ice Dome divine ancestor’s worries were reasonable. 

At the sacred ancestor realm, the gap between each minor realm could be said to be extremely huge. 

Furthermore, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger might also possess an extremely heaven-defying 

ability. 



That was why the ice dome’s divine ancestor was worried whether Chen Xiaobei could continue fighting. 

If he could not, it would be better to leave as soon as possible. 

After all, the ice dome’s divine ancestor and old grey could not help at all. If even Chen Xiaobei could not 

do anything, staying behind would be equivalent to suicide. 

“I should be able to fight anyone below the two-star divine ancestor level!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confident in the Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs armor. 

The first battle of The Holy Road was not just for show. 

 same old rules. You guys wait for me here. I’ll go and meet that Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger myself!  

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and jumped into the air, ready to go into the void and fight the 

demonic blood Tiger. 

“Swish!” 

However, at this moment, a dark red shadow flew from the horizon like a rainbow and landed in front of 

everyone. 

“Hiss …” 

The ice Dome divine ancestor and old grey couldn’t help but gasp, their faces filled with extreme fear. 

A huge Tiger had appeared in front of everyone! 

It was the blood Fiend Saint demonic Tiger himself! 
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4463 A little dazed! 

It was a huge Tiger with the body of a mountain. 

Its mane was a terrifying dark red, as if it had been soaked in blood, turning from bright red to dark red. 

On its thick and powerful back, there were many dark spikes, as if it was wearing a battle armor made of 

Black Gold. It was very majestic, domineering, and had a strong visual impact. 

The strangest thing was its head. 

There was a single horn on his forehead. It was shaped like lightning, revealing its sharpness and sharp 

edges. 

The Tiger’s eyes were completely blood-red, and its pupils were strange hexagons. There were also 

some tiny strange red-gold runes around the pupils. 

That pair of eyes was like a magic treasure with a hidden array. It was truly profound to the extreme. 

“Shit … We’ve been discovered long ago!” 
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Ice dome’s divine ancestor was extremely nervous. Her face was pale, her fists were clenched, and her 

eyes were solemn. 

The ice Dome divine ancestor was willing to believe that Chen Xiaobei had the ability to fight, but even 

so, the blood-fiend divine demonic Tiger’s strange aura still made her uneasy. 

 the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s senses are extremely sharp, ” old grey said embarrassedly.  it’ll 

notice us as soon as we appear … Actually, I can also notice us, but I was too bored and fell asleep …  

It was obvious that the reason divine ancestor Broken Sky had been able to leave the third dimension 

was because old Hui had fallen asleep and had not sensed his appearance. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have had the chance to retreat or set up the green Gate at the entrance of the 

third layer space. 

Compared to old Hui, not only was the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s cultivation higher, but its 

overall mental state was also better. Not only was its perception sharper, but it was also always on 

guard. After discovering an enemy, its battle intent was instantly ignited, as if it existed for battle and 

slaughter. 

From this, it could be seen that the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was definitely more difficult to deal 

with than imagined. 

“You stupid turtle, why are you with the Challenger? Don’t you remember your mission?” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger didn’t rush to attack. Instead, it locked its fierce gaze on old Hui and 

questioned him sternly. 

After all, according to the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor, the seven Sacred Beasts had to do 

their best to guard the space they were in and absolutely couldn’t be bribed by challengers. 

When the demonic blood tiger saw that old grey was not injured, it thought that old grey had forgotten 

its mission and was bought over by Chen Xiaobei. 

 I haven’t forgotten my mission. It’s just that I’m not as good as you. I admit defeat!  

Old Hui’s tone was solemn, but his attitude was neither humble nor arrogant. He did not act 

submissively to the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger just because it was powerful. 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was taken aback. Its blood-red eyes with hexagonal pupils revealed 

a look of disbelief. 

He looked at Chen Xiaobei and then at the ice dome’s divine ancestor. 

“How can the two of them defeat you?” the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger questioned. You dumb 

turtle, don’t you use your brain to lie?” 

“Don’t just look at cultivation level!” Old grey said solemnly. Don’t you know what kind of trump card 

the other party has?” 

The blood-fiend divine demonic Tiger’s attention was immediately drawn to Chen Xiaobei’s armor, and 

its expression changed. 



In fact, as soon as the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger arrived in front of everyone, it already felt a very 

terrifying deterrent force. 

From the terrifying pressure that filled the entire space, one could tell that the Bloodfiend divine 

demonic Tiger’s mental state was extremely strong, comparable to Chen Xiaobei’s. 

However, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, who had such a strong mental state, was deeply shocked 

by the power. Even its own mental state was shaking violently. 

This made the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger extremely shocked, and even a trace of instinctive fear 

lingered in its heart. 

However, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger didn’t know the source of this terrifying deterrence. 

It was only then that the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger realized that the terrifying power came from 

Chen Xiaobei’s thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor. 

The puppet fighter was a mid-stage one-star divine ancestor. 

However, the quality of this puppet fighter’s origin had reached the terrifying peak holy ancestor level. 

That’s terrifying!” 

“I finally understand! No wonder the dumb turtle said that his skills were inferior!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger couldn’t help but sigh.   so it’s because this kid has a super strong 

trump card!  

All of a sudden, the blood-fiend divine demonic Tiger’s attention was completely focused on the ten 

thousand DAOs divine Emperor armor. It did not dare to underestimate Chen Xiaobei. 

However, what the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger did not know was that Chen Xiaobei was not the 

only one with a trump card. The ice Dome divine ancestor, who had been acting all frightened and 

anxious, also had a powerful trump card that could defeat them in one strike! 

That’s right! 

The trump card was the ice Dome Sage Dao talisman! 

If the ice Dome divine ancestor’s storage space hadn’t been taken away by the heavenly Dao, the three 

Ice Dome divine Dao talismans would have been able to seal all existences below the two-star divine 

ancestor! 

Sealing the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger only took an instant! 

Although the ice Dome divine ancestor had lost this trump card, she could still make more Ice Dome 

sacred Dao talismans as long as she had enough resources and time. 

Of course, it was too late now. Chen Xiaobei had to rely on himself for this battle. 

“I can give you a chance. If you surrender, I promise I’ll treat you well. If you insist on fighting, you’ll only 

suffer in vain!” 



Chen Xiaobei was very confident. His tone was calm as if he had everything under control. 

“Hmph! Don’t be so smug! Do you think you can win for sure?” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was shocked by the power of the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor 

armor, but that did not mean that it was afraid of Chen Xiaobei. 

On the contrary, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s mind was very calm. Its battle intent was burning. 

Not only was it not afraid, but it was also eager to try and attack at any time. It could be said that it was 

full of confidence. 

“Then let’s fight! Let’s talk with our strength!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Since the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger wanted to fight, Chen 

Xiaobei would fight it. 

 Blood Fiend holy shine!!!  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger didn’t waste any words. It didn’t even try to test the waters. It 

immediately used its strongest trump card. 

It was clear that the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger was very cautious and did not underestimate Chen 

Xiaobei. 

He would not give Chen Xiaobei any chance. 

 master, Dodge!!!  

At the same time, old grey immediately reminded him loudly, ”  we can’t be hit by its special ability, or 

we’ll be in big trouble!  

“Uh …” 

Chen Xiaobei was speechless. No wonder the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger called old grey a dumb 

turtle. 

He knew that Chen Xiaobei’s speed was not an advantage, but he did not warn him. 

He only remembered to shout now, so how could he have time to Dodge? 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, a blood-red light surrounded by countless golden runes landed on Chen Xiaobei’s 

body. 
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4464 A perfect copy! 

“Shit …” 

Ice dome’s sacred ancestor was shocked. She was already nervous and terrified, but now she fell into 

extreme despair. 
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She knew very well that with her and old Hui’s strength, it was impossible to defeat the Bloodfiend Saint 

demonic Tiger. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was hit by the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger’s power, he would lose. Then, 

what awaited everyone would be a tragic death without any suspense. 

Old grey was also filled with regret. He had been so focused on talking to the Tiger that he had forgotten 

to remind Chen Xiaobei to avoid the Tiger’s power. 

In this situation, Chen Xiaobei was no longer at a disadvantage. He was in a desperate situation. 

Old grey felt really guilty and blamed himself. 

However, old grey was not to be blamed for this. Chen Xiaobei’s speed had always been at a 

disadvantage. 

Therefore, even if old grey had warned him, Chen Xiaobei might not have been able to Dodge the Tiger’s 

attack. 

“Strange …” 

But at the same time, Chen Xiaobei was confused.  “I’m clearly under the Bloodfiend Saint demonic 

Tiger’s special ability, so why can’t I feel anything unusual? It doesn’t hurt, it doesn’t itch, I don’t even 

feel anything …” 

The light had already landed on Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

It felt like an illusion of thunder and rain. 

“Master, don’t underestimate your enemy!” 

Old grey didn’t dare to hesitate and immediately said loudly,  the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s 

Bloodfiend sacred image isn’t an attack-type ability, so you can’t feel any lethality!  

“Don’t talk nonsense! Pick up the main points!” Ice dome’s Saint ancestor was getting anxious. 

Could it be that this dumb turtle had slept for trillions of years and its brain was rusty? 

“Oh, oh …” 

Old grey nodded and said in a deep voice, ” “The effect of this ability is perfect replication!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Before old grey could finish his sentence, the effect of the special ability was already visible to everyone. 

The beam of light that hit Chen Xiaobei suddenly turned around and flew back to where the demonic 

blood Tiger was. 

Furthermore, it directly fused into the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s body. 

Immediately after, an incomparably magical scene appeared before everyone’s eyes. 

“Whoosh …” 



A set of ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor that was exactly the same as Chen Xiaobei’s appeared 

on the Tiger’s body. 

Furthermore, the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor that appeared on the Bloodfiend Saint 

demonic Tiger’s body wasn’t an illusionary image. Instead, it was a special existence that was almost 

tangible. 

That’s right! 

This was what old grey meant by a perfect copy! 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s special ability was actually able to replicate a set of fake ten 

thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor! 

The main point was that although it was a replica, it had the same special ability and effect as the real 

one. 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, this fake ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor changed from a human-like armor to a 

Tiger-like armor. 

It automatically equipped itself on the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s body. 

Not only that, this fake myriad Dao Saint Emperor armor could also exude the same terrifying power as 

the true myriad Dao Saint Emperor armor. 

 this … This ability is too magical!?  

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. This was really eye-opening. 

“Oh my God … We’re completely finished …” 

Ice Dome Saint ancestor wailed in despair.  “The myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor is Childe Chen’s only 

advantage. Now that the blood Fiend Saint demon Tiger has the same trump card, the difference in 

strength between the two will be completely exposed! It’s impossible to make up for it!” 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation and the demonic blood Tiger’s were worlds apart. 

Then, with the true and false myriad DAOs divine Emperor armor nullifying each other, Chen Xiaobei 

would be crushed by the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger without a doubt. 

This was a hopeless outcome for Ice dome’s divine ancestor. 

There was no chance of a counterattack. 

“It seems like we’re really going to lose …” 

Old grey said anxiously,”Blood Fiend!” On account of us being from the same sect, please let my master 

go! I promise we’ll never come back!” 

“Dumbo!” 



The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger rolled its eyes at old grey in disdain and said indifferently, ” “Our 

mission is to guard the sacred ancestor’s remains! There are only two outcomes for those who enter this 

place. One is to defeat us, and the other is to lose to us and die Here forever!” 

“If we let the losers reveal their secrets and attract enemies stronger than us, what’s the point of our 

existence? The opportunities in the remains will be taken away by others at any moment!” 

It could be seen that the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had a strong sense of duty. Even though 

countless years had passed, it still remembered its mission. 

In comparison, old grey was a little lazy and casual. As The Guardian sacred beast, it actually fell asleep. 

As a result, after entering the third space, divine ancestor Broken Sky hurriedly retreated. 

However, what the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was worried about didn’t happen. The broken Sky 

Saint ancestor didn’t reveal the secret of the ruins. Instead, he paid a great price and hid the ruins well. 

Perhaps divine ancestor Broken Sky was still unwilling to give up and wanted to enter the ruins alone. 

Otherwise, he could easily break through the defense of the seven Saint beasts and get the final 

opportunity if he summoned a stronger Saint ancestor. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was puzzled by this. 

First of all, when he had bought the sky-breaking sacred wood key from the old mudfish, the peddler 

beside him had reminded him that the sky-breaking sacred wood was the main body of the sky-breaking 

divine ancestor. If the key was really the sky-breaking sacred wood, it would be like a finger of the sky-

breaking divine ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei had already used the sky-breaking sacred wood key to open the Green Door and control 

the formation inside. 

This proved that the key was indeed the sacred Broken Sky Tree, which was transformed from one of 

the broken Sky divine ancestor’s fingers. 

 could it be that … The broken Sky divine ancestor left the divine ancestor ancient battlefield and was 

attacked outside. After this finger was cut off, it fell into the hands of the old mudfish by chance? ” 

 the sky-breaking sacred tree key I bought was just a dead piece of wood. It was only after I used a lot of 

the Saint pan dew that it regained its life!  Chen Xiaobei speculated. 

“The old mudfish also said that the sky-breaking sacred wood key would only be sold to the fated! The 

main point was that there was no fixed price. They only wanted all the money on the fated person! Even 

if this person is poor and only has one Saint origin Mystic Crystal, he can still buy the sky-breaking sacred 

wood key!” 

 could it be that … All of this is a trap set by the old Loach!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. 

The doubts in his mind that could not be explained all this time seemed to be suddenly connected by a 

clue, and he could clear his head in an instant. 



“You little brat! He still dared to be in a daze and distracted even when death was at hand! You don’t 

even put me in your eyes!” 

At the same time, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger felt that it had been greatly humiliated and 

provoked. It immediately channeled its Saint Vital energy and activated the ten thousand traces Holy 

Emperor armor’s special ability to attack Chen Xiaobei. 
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4465 Seeing my Dharma power again! 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, the blood-fiend Saint demonic Tiger’s Saint Origin Energy circulated rapidly and poured into 

the pseudo-ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor armor. It burned rapidly, activating the special ability of the 

armor itself. 

When Chen Xiaobei was fighting old grey, he had only used two of the ‘Dao’ incantation’s abilities. 

However, because it didn’t have energy, it couldn’t activate the special ability of the ten thousand DAOs 

Saint Emperor armor. 

At this moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s cultivation base had reached the peak of a one-

star Saint ancestor. It could activate the pseudo-myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor’s special ability with 

its own Saint Origin Energy. 

Clang clang clang … Clang clang clang … 

In the next moment, countless dark golden symbols appeared on the fake ten thousand DAOs Saint 

Emperor armor. 

Under the support of the blood-fiend Saint demonic Tiger’s one-star Peak Saint ancestor’s Saint Origin 

Energy, these dark golden symbols all suddenly swelled up. Moreover, they rose from their unfolding 

and floated in the void. 

For a moment, it was as if countless dark golden stars had appeared in the void. 

These dark golden stars interweaved and formed an extremely dazzling and gorgeous dark golden starry 

sky! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the origin of all DAOs was reflected from the dark golden starry sky. 

A huge word ‘Dao’ appeared. 

In an instant, golden light shone and auspicious signs filled the sky. It was like a golden sun, sacred to the 

extreme. 

“Woof!” 

A figure appeared in the golden light. 
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This figure was extremely huge, reaching a height of a trillion feet. With a flip of his hand, he had the 

power to cover the entire world. 

“Who … Who is this figure? That’s … That’s too terrifying …” 

Ice dome’s divine ancestor was so shocked that she even stuttered and trembled when she saw this. 

“Oh my God … This … This is too scary …” 

Old grey exclaimed. 

The whole turtle was so scared that it was shivering and breaking out in cold sweat. It even retracted its 

head and limbs into its shell, not even daring to breathe. 

It had to be said that this guy was not only a little dumb, but also a little cowardly. 

No wonder when it fought with Chen Xiaobei earlier, it gave up on resisting and chose to surrender. 

Of course, it wasn’t entirely old Hui’s fault. The main thing was that the power of the ten thousand DAOs 

Saint Emperor armor was extremely strong. 

At this moment, after the puppet activated its special ability, the power of the puppet was multiplied. 

Especially after the appearance of the Golden figure, this kind of deterrence climbed to an even more 

terrifying, more shocking, and more unbearable intensity. 

Because of this, old grey became a coward. 

This was also because Ice dome’s divine ancestor did not have a turtle shell. If she did, she would 

definitely hide immediately. 

 it was really too terrifying. 

“Hiss …” 

At this moment, even the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger itself couldn’t help but gasp. Its face revealed 

a shocked expression and its body trembled slightly. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that it was controlling the direction of its ability, it might have already turned 

around and run away. 

From the reactions of the ice Dome Saint ancestor, old Hui, and the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, it 

was clear how terrifying the figure was. 

“That … That figure, could it be the legendary Sage Emperor of ten thousand DAOs?” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei’s heart was also shaking but he was able to remain calm. 

He thought about it calmly and speculated,! is there any connection between this figure and the figure I 

saw in the Ling Kong mystery realm? Or could the two figures be the same person!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei’s Association was well-founded and highly logical. 



However, the golden light disappeared and the figure that appeared shocked everyone, including Chen 

Xiaobei! 

“Whoosh …” 

As the golden light gradually dispersed, the figure finally revealed its true appearance. 

Who dared to think about it? 

The true face of the figure was Chen Xiaobei! 

He was handsome, tall, and had an extraordinary aura. He was wearing the ten thousand DAOs Saint 

Emperor armor and exuded a tyrannical aura. It was as if he was the Supreme ruler of the world, able to 

create and destroy everything with a flick of his finger! 

 this … How could this Dharma be young master Chen!?  

Ice dome’s divine ancestor was dumbfounded. She couldn’t believe her eyes. 

“Be good! It was incredible! Master is going to fight with his own Dharma?” 

Old grey was completely hidden in its turtle shell and was equally shocked. It had never seen or even 

heard of such a scene. 

 what … What the hell is going on?!  

Even the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was dumbfounded.  “The magical item I copied is now on me. If 

I want to create a Dharma idol, I should create my own Dharma idol! How could it be that kid?” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was also confused. 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei finally understood.  the figure that appeared in the myriad DAOs Saint 

Emperor armor should be related to the Saint Soul world that was fused with the armor!  

 right now, my beixuan sacred soul world is inside the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor. Therefore, 

after activating its special ability, my Dharma power will appear, which is the Dharma power of the 

world venerable that appeared earlier!  

Chen Xiaobei’s speculation was correct. 

Chen Xiaobei’s Dharma had also appeared when he activated the Dao incantation. 

The ” Dao ” mantra and the ” Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs banner ” seemed to have the same 

root and origin. That was why even though the two’s abilities were different, the Dharma form they 

showed was Chen Xiaobei. 

This also overturned Chen Xiaobei’s earlier speculation. 

If this was Chen Xiaobei himself, then the figure in the arcane realm must be someone else. 

Of course, there might still be some connections between the two. 



This connection could very well be the key to Chen Xiaobei’s unraveling of all the secrets! 

“You little brat! You still dare to be distracted? “So what if this Dharma form is your true self?” I’m the 

one controlling the fake myriad DAOs Saint Emperor puppet! I’m going to use your Dharma to destroy 

you!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger quickly recovered from its shock. Its battle intent was ignited, and 

its killing intent seemed to have materialized, shrouding the entire space. 

“Young master Chen! Be careful! It’s going to attack!” 

Ice dome’s Saint ancestor’s heart tightened. 

She knew very well that this battle was actually very simple. The first confrontation would basically 

determine the winner. 

If Chen Xiaobei was defeated, he would die a horrible death. The ice dome’s divine ancestor would be 

buried with Chen Xiaobei. 

 ha, hurry up and do it. I really want to see how much power my own Dharma power can burst out!  

However, Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm, as if everything was under his control. 
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When Chen Xiaobei used the ” Dao ” incantation, he had also revealed his true form. 

However, there was a fundamental difference between the two dharmakayas just now and now. 

The avatar just now was formed by the one character Saint destroyer curse. Through the resonance of 

the origin, it supported the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor and enhanced each other’s strength. 

At this moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s projection was powered by its own Saint Origin 

Energy. 

In other words, the power that defeated old grey was based on the Dao word incantation. 

And now, it was time to test the true power of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor. 

“Brat, you don’t know the immensity of the heavens and earth! Since you’re looking for death, I’ll fulfill 

your wish!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s battle intent was already boiling, and it naturally wouldn’t waste 

any more time. 

With a thought, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger controlled the giant Dharma and launched an attack 

at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, the Dharma form of the venerable of the world waved its palm, and the wind from the 

palm was sharp and fierce. 
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The surrounding space was torn apart by the palm wind, and black space cracks in the shape of lightning 

appeared. 

From these spatial cracks, countless mighty heavens were instantly derived. 

Boundless energy burned within it, displaying a terrifying and shocking power. It was as if the entire 

space was about to be completely shattered. 

“BOOM!” 

Before the palm of the Dharma power of the venerable of the world had completely fallen, the pressure 

outside the palm wind alone had directly pressed old Hui’s turtle shell into the ground. 

“Uh …” 

Ice dome’s Saint ancestor was forced to one knee. Even though she had used all her Saint origin power 

to protect herself, her internal organs were still seriously injured by the terrifying pressure, and she spat 

out blood. 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei’s pill helped her suppress the red Sky breaker’s power. Otherwise, she would 

have been dead by now. 

“Terrifying! This … This is too terrifying!” 

Even the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, who was controlling the Dharma idol, couldn’t help but let out 

a shuddering cry of shock. 

 this puppet fighter is only a one star Saint Emperor middle stage, but the power it can unleash is at the 

peak of one star Saint Emperor!  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger exclaimed,”furthermore, the quality of this puppet fighter’s origin 

has reached the level of a peak Saint ancestor!” Therefore, even though we’re both peak one star Saint 

emperors, this puppet fighter’s power can crush my strongest power!” 

It was no wonder that just a little bit of the aftermath of the Dharma palm wind could seriously injure 

the ice Dome Saint ancestor and make old Hui sink hundreds of meters into the ground. 

It was truly terrifying! 

However, Chen Xiaobei remained calm in the face of the terrifying Dharma form of the venerable of the 

world. 

“Not bad, not bad! The offensive power of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor is indeed 

satisfactory!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, his expression calm and his body unmoving. 

He didn’t Dodge! He didn’t Dodge! He didn’t defend! 

Chen Xiaobei stood proudly in the sky, as if the terrifying attack was just a facade. 

“You little brat! Are you crazy?” 



The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was extremely puzzled by this scene. 

Facing such a terrifying attack, Chen Xiaobei was completely unmoved. If he wasn’t a lunatic, what was 

he? 

“It’s over … It’s completely over …” 

At the same time, the ice Dome Saint ancestor and old grey both let out a cry of despair. 

They thought that Chen Xiaobei knew that he was going to lose, so he had given up all resistance and 

waited for his death. 

BOOM! BOOM! 

In the next moment, the palm of the Dharma form of the venerable of the world, carrying billions of 

mighty forces and endless black Lightning, suddenly struck Chen Xiaobei’s head. 

It was as if the sky had collapsed and was crushing an ant. 

There was no need to say what the outcome would be. 

“Hahaha … You little brat! This is the consequence of not knowing the immensity of heaven and earth! 

His spirit and body were destroyed, and his Dao vanished! I won’t even leave a single piece behind!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger laughed maniacally, its eyes filled with a bloodthirsty and brutal 

light. 

“Sigh … We can only wait for our deaths …” 

At the same time, old Hui and the ice dome’s divine ancestor fell into absolute despair. They could do 

nothing but wait for death. 

It was not that they did not believe in Chen Xiaobei, but that terrifying power was too shocking. 

Even a one-star divine ancestor would have been killed or crippled by that palm, let alone Chen Xiaobei, 

who was only a divine Emperor. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the power gradually subsided, the torn Space also slowly stabilized, and the smoke and dust 

settled. 

The scene that appeared in front of them made the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, the ice Dome Saint 

ancestor, and old Hui all dumbfounded. 

“You didn’t even hurt a single strand of my hair, what’s so funny about that?” 

Chen Xiaobei was still standing where he was. Not only was he not injured, he did not even move an 

inch. 

That was to say, the terrifying palm strike did not affect Chen Xiaobei at all. 

 how … How is this possible?!  



The Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger was dumbfounded by what it saw. It looked at Chen Xiaobei as if it 

had seen a ghost. 

“Oh my God … Young master Chen is actually fine …” 

At the same time, Ice dome’s divine ancestor was so shocked that her face turned pale. Her beautiful 

eyes were as wide as a bull’s, and her cherry-like mouth was so wide open that a fist could be stuffed in. 

“This … This is unbelievable …” 

Old grey was so shocked that he couldn’t believe his eyes. 

A moment ago, they had thought that Chen Xiaobei was dead for sure, and that his body and soul would 

be reduced to dust. Not only would he die, but he would also not be left with anything. 

However, the reality was completely different from what they had imagined. Not only was Chen Xiaobei 

unharmed, he did not even move an inch from his original position. 

The result was as good as saying that the terrifying palm strike was like a breeze blowing over a 

mountain. 

The wind dispersed, and the mountain remained unmoving. 

The intense contrast made the three people who were watching from the side instantly change their 

views and even began to doubt their lives. 

“What … What is going on?” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s battle and killing intent had already begun to decline. 

At that moment, it could not be bothered to continue fighting. It just wanted to know how Chen Xiaobei 

was able to remain unscathed! 

This was simply unbelievable! 

“The answer is simple!” 

 the Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs armor is an upgraded version of the heaven and earth 

membrane. The Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs armor has all the functions of the heaven and 

earth membrane. In fact, they are all even more powerful!  

 heaven … Heaven Earth embryo membrane!?  

Everyone was shocked. 
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4467 No suspense! 

“I understand!” 

Ice dome’s divine ancestor was very smart and was the first to react. 
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“The heaven Earth embryo membrane created by the sky burial Yuan sacred clan has an ability to 

protect its master!” He exclaimed. When master’s life is in danger, the heaven Earth embryo membrane 

will collapse as the price to block a fatal attack for master!” 

If not for the heaven and earth membrane protecting the divine soul, Chen Xiaobei would have killed the 

heavenly axiom. 

Chen Xiaobei had just told her that the ten thousand DAOs divine Emperor armor was an upgraded 

version of the heaven and earth membrane. 

The special ability of the heaven Earth membrane was possessed by the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor 

armor, and they were all even more powerful! 

 does this mean that what protected this brat just now was the protective ability of the myriad DAOs 

Saint Emperor armor! ” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger also understood the truth of the matter very quickly. 

“No! You’re all wrong!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” the most basic ability of the heaven and earth fetal 

membrane is actually defense! And the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor has an even stronger 

defense. It can be said to be invincible against those of the same level!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had used the defensive power of the heaven Earth membrane more than 

once. 

She had even saved Chen Xiaobei’s life with the protection of the heaven Earth membrane. 

Although the defensive power of the heaven and earth embryo membrane varied according to the level, 

the defensive power of the heaven and earth embryo membrane was better than the destructive power 

of most Dharma Treasures at the same level. 

And the defensive quality of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor was more than one grade higher 

than the heaven Earth membrane. 

The defensive power of the heaven and earth embryo membrane could resist the destructive power of 

most Dharma Treasures of the same level. 

On the other hand, the armor’s defensive power was unparalleled within the same cultivation realm. 

In other words, unless a two-star divine ancestor was present, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger 

would not be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei even if it used all its strength. 

 this … This … This means that my attack just now didn’t even break through the defense of the myriad 

DAOs Saint Emperor armor. I didn’t even activate its protective ability!?  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was dumbfounded. Its scalp went numb and its back turned cold. 

Ice dome’s Saint ancestor was also shocked. 



They had thought that it was the ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor’s protective ability that had 

blocked the attack and stopped Chen Xiaobei from moving. 

This result once again created a huge psychological contrast. 

The three views of the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger and the ice Dome Saint ancestor had been 

shattered into pieces. Their lives were almost beyond doubt. 

“That’s not right …” 

However, at this moment, old grey said, ” “Logically speaking, Xue Sha’s saint’s photo is absolutely 

perfect! The power of the fake ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor armor should be exactly the same as 

the true ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor armor! Even if it couldn’t break through his defense, it should 

have at least dealt a certain amount of damage to his master … But his master remained unmoved from 

beginning to end, completely occupying the indisputable upper hand! This is too unreasonable …” 

“Yup …” 

 yes!  Ice dome’s Saint ancestor nodded.  logically speaking, both sides should be evenly matched. 

However, it’s obvious that young master Chen has the advantage!  

“It’s a problem with the quality of the origin source!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not need to explain. The Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger already knew the reason. 

 my bloodline is only at the seven Star Saint ancestor level, ” he said in a deep voice.  in other words, the 

fake ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor armor I replicated with my bloodline ability only has the origin 

quality of a Seven Star Saint ancestor … It’s much worse than the true ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor 

armor …  

“You’re smart!” 

 I see.  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  since you understand everything, do you still want to continue fighting? ” 

“Whoosh …” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s battle intent and killing intent had completely dissipated. At this 

moment, it even dispelled the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor on its body. Its attitude of 

admitting defeat was already very obvious. 

It had to be said that the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was also very smart. 

It knew very well that if it wanted to activate the power of the pseudo-myriad DAOs Saint Emperor 

armor, it had to burn its Saint origin power. 

At the same time, to maintain the existence of the fake ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor, he had 

to burn his spiritual power every second. 

However, his attack could not hurt Chen Xiaobei at all. 

If they continued to fight, there would only be one outcome-their mental power would be depleted first, 

and they would faint on the spot, waiting for Chen Xiaobei to kill them. 



 I’m not as good as you. Just kill me and go to the fifth space …  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger let out a long sigh and slowly closed its eyes. 

“I don’t want to kill you. I want you to submit to me!” 

Chen Xiaobei conjured a Heavenly Divine Lotus and sent it to the demonic blood Tiger. 

 your mission is to test those who enter the ruins, ” he said.  now that I’ve passed the test, you’ve 

completed your mission. As long as you’re willing to submit, you can live on well!  

“O-okay … I’m willing to submit …” 

Of course, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger did not want to die, and what Chen Xiaobei said made 

sense. 

Since his mission had been accomplished, it was naturally more valuable to live on than to die in vain. 

“Brand!” 

Chen Xiaobei then placed the heavenly Divine Lotus ‘mark on the demonic blood Tiger’s Saint Soul. 

 alright, let’s take a rest and prepare to go to the fifth space.  

 go!  Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

Old Hui and the ice Dome Saint ancestor finally heaved a sigh of relief and sat on the ground, gasping for 

breath. 

Chen Xiaobei took out some healing pills and gave them to the ice dome’s divine ancestor. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei asked the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger to bring him to the core of the Holy 

Meridian. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei emptied the entire Holy Meridian without hesitation. 

In the end, he obtained a late-stage one-star divine ancestor’s energy. 

Originally, the level of the Saint veins here had reached the peak of a one-star divine ancestor. 

However, over the years, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had been cultivating with all its might, so 

most of its energy had been consumed, leaving only this little bit of energy. 

In comparison, old grey was really too lazy. He had slept for trillions of years in his dream. 

 although this is only a late-stage one star divine ancestor’s energy, it can allow me to activate the 

power of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor limitlessly. This is definitely a huge harvest!  

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei was very happy. 

After all, he had been lacking in energy before and couldn’t even activate the myriad DAOs Saint 

Emperor armor. 



At this moment, with this amount of energy, the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor could be activated 

indefinitely. Just thinking about it made him feel great. 

 by the way, bloody ghost, is the sacred beast guarding the fifth space powerful? ” 

After Chen Xiaobei kept the energy, he started to plan his next move. 

Only by knowing yourself and your enemy can you win a hundred battles. 

“Very, very powerful!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger couldn’t help but furrow its brows. It actually seemed to be a little 

terrified. 
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4468 Purple Heart golden divine Dragon! 

“Purple Heart golden divine Dragon!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger couldn’t help but swallow its saliva and said nervously, ” “This 

fellow’s strength is extremely terrifying. Even you, master, would probably only be able to fight it to a 

draw!” 

“It’s that powerful?” 

“Is its cultivation higher?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Or is his ability stronger than yours?” 

Chen Xiaobei knew that the further he went, the stronger the sacred Beasts would be. So, he had to 

figure out the enemy’s situation before he decided to move forward. 

He couldn’t be hit by the enemy’s ability as soon as they met. 

 no, its cultivation level is the same as mine, peak one star divine ancestor. Its special ability might not 

even be as good as mine …  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger changed the topic and said, ” “However, its bloodline talent and 

bloodline level are extremely terrifying! The quality of its bloodline had reached the level of an eight star 

divine ancestor, and its destruction talent could further enhance its combat strength! He’s almost 

invincible under the two-star divine ancestor realm!” 

“If that’s the case, I might be its match!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up with confidence. 

After all, the Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s bloodline was only at the eight-star divine ancestor 

level. It was still a long way from the peak divine ancestor level of the myriad DAOs divine Emperor 

armor. Under these circumstances, Chen Xiaobei was sure to win. 

“It’s not that simple …” 

“Its bloodline talent can burn its blood essence, allowing its power to increase beyond the level of its 

bloodline!” The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger said in a deep voice. 
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 1000 damage to the enemy, 800 damage to oneself!?  Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, and he became 

alert again. 

Chen Xiaobei was very familiar with this kind of fighting style. 

It was the same as Chen Xiaobei burning his life to enter the pseudo-state. Although he could kill his 

enemies, it would also consume a lot of his energy. If he did not control it well, he might even lose his 

life. 

 master, you must not be careless. To the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, it’s only a 1000-man loss!  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger said very seriously,  in short, I suggest that master should prepare a 

more powerful trump card before entering the fifth space. Otherwise, it is very likely that you will not be 

able to come out after entering!  

“It’s not that troublesome, we can just go in directly!” 

 I still have a lot of cards up my sleeve!  Chen Xiaobei said.  you just don’t know about them!  

 this …  the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger was stunned. It did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so 

powerful that he did not even use his full strength in the battle just now. 

Since Chen Xiaobei was so confident, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger did not try to persuade him 

anymore. 

From the overall environment, this space was similar to the previous one. 

The biggest difference was that the Saint Qi in this space seemed to have been completely exhausted, 

not even a trace could be felt. 

“Not good!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s reaction was extremely fast. It became nervous at the first 

moment.  the Saint Origin Energy in this space has been completely exhausted. This means that the 

Purple Heart golden divine Dragon might have broken through a large realm!  

“What!” 

 what?!  Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  if my opponent is a two-star divine ancestor, then I have no chance 

of winning!  

 are we escaping!?  Old grey took in a breath of cold air and was the first to back out. 

“No rush!” 

 what the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon wants to break through is a major realm, ” Ice Dome Saint 

ancestor said.  even if we use up all the Saint veins in this space, we might not be able to break through!  

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  a major realm and a minor realm are two completely different 

states. The difficulty of breaking through is also incomparable!  



 even if this entire Holy Meridian is consumed, it might only mean that the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon is infinitely close to the strength of a two-star divine ancestor, but it might not really break 

through!  

Without a doubt, it was extremely difficult to break through a minor realm after reaching the sacred 

ancestor realm. Not to mention breaking through a major realm. 

Take the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger for example. It was extremely talented, had a strong bloodline, 

and worked extremely hard. However, even after billions of years, the Saint veins in its space were not 

exhausted. 

From this, it could be seen that it was extremely difficult for the sacred ancestor realm to advance by 

one minor realm. 

“Roar!” 

Just as everyone was discussing, a terrifying roar suddenly came from the distance. 

Just the sound waves of the roar were enough to shake the world. 

The clouds in the sky were all shattered, and the purple-red sun was shaking. 

The ground trembled violently, and an endless chasm cracked open, instantly turning the entire space 

into ruins. 

“It’s … It’s terrifying …” 

Ice dome’s divine ancestor gasped. Her pretty face was completely pale, and her delicate body kept 

trembling. 

“Chi …” 

This time, old grey didn’t say a word. It directly retracted its head and limbs back into the turtle shell and 

lay on the ground motionless, not even daring to breathe. 

“Master! It’s coming!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was a man of integrity. Even though it was already in a state of 

panic, it still followed Chen Xiaobei without any intention of backing down. 

Chen Xiaobei was very satisfied with the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger’s attitude. 

“Don’t be afraid. I’m here. As long as it’s not a two-star divine ancestor, I have the ability to fight them!” 

Chen Xiaobei was the calmest of them all. His eyes were fixed on the direction of the roar, and his mind 

was racing to come up with a strategy to deal with the enemy. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Immediately after, a vast expanse of golden light suddenly appeared in the distant sky. It was like a 

golden rainbow that crossed the sky and covered the entire world. 



As the Golden rainbow drew closer, the image in everyone’s eyes grew larger and larger, more and more 

shocking. 

It was a Golden Dragon that was a trillion miles long. 

It passed through the sky and stepped on the clouds. It was as if the heavens were enveloped by it. 

His entire body shone with golden light, and any one of his scales could compete with the sun and 

moon. 

That huge visual impact instantly shocked everyone. 

 fortunately … It didn’t break through a major realm …  

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger frowned and changed the topic.   however, its strength has already 

reached the level of a two-star divine ancestor. It’s absolutely invincible among its peers!  

“Blood Fiend! How did you end up with the enemy?” 

Finally, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon appeared in the sky above everyone. 

The huge dragon head was like a golden holy mountain floating above the auspicious clouds. It was 

huge, majestic, divine, and vast. It was simply spectacular to the extreme. 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger said neither haughtily nor humbly, ”  our mission is to test those 

who enter the ruins. This young master Chen has passed my test. I’m willing to submit to him, so I 

naturally have to follow him!  

“Interesting. How did such a weak human defeat you?” The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon 

narrowed his eyes and fixed them on Chen Xiaobei. 
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4469 Invincible in the same level! 

“Master! There was no need to talk nonsense with it! I’ll help you investigate the situation first!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was a bloodthirsty Saint Beast. Once it surrendered, it became 

extremely loyal. 

“Swish!” 

Before Chen Xiaobei could react, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger had already charged forward. 

It had to be said that the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger was truly powerful. Both its speed and 

destructive power had reached an astonishing level. 

Chen Xiaobei felt as if he had been struck by a bolt of Black Lightning. 

It was almost impossible to see the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s movements clearly. 

At the same time, the ice Dome Saint ancestor and old Hui couldn’t see the blood Fiend Saint demonic 

Tiger’s speed clearly either, which showed how fast it was! 
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“Hmph! You’re overestimating yourself!” 

However, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s speed was nothing but a joke in the Purple Heart golden 

divine dragon’s eyes. 

Not only did the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon see it clearly, but he also felt that it was very slow. 

“BOOM!” 

In the next moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s figure suddenly stopped. 

However, it didn’t even touch the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon. Instead, it was blocked by a 

Golden Saint origin power barrier. 

No matter how much strength the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger exerted, it was unable to break 

through the barrier’s defense. 

“Bloody ghost, is your brain damaged?” 

 your strength is your discipline and speed, ” the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon said disdainfully.  my 

strength is my Saint Origin Energy. You don’t stand a chance against me.  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was calm as if he didn’t use all his strength. 

At the same time, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s face showed that it was going to use all its 

strength. 

It was clear that the strength of the Saint Origin Energy of both sides was not on the same level at all. 

“Since you’ve come before me, I’ll treat you as my challenger!” 

“Don’t blame me for ignoring our past ties. There’s no point in fighting. Just die in peace!” The Purple 

Heart golden divine Dragon said indifferently. 

“Swish!” 

Just as the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon had said, its advantage was the strength of its Saint Origin 

Energy. 

Whether it was in terms of defense or damage, it was definitely above the Bloodfiend Saint demonic 

Tiger. 

“This is bad!” 

Chen Xiaobei and the others could not help but frown, their hearts in their throats. 

This was because the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger definitely wouldn’t be able to withstand this attack 

just by looking at the power of Saint Origin Energy. 

As long as it was hit, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger would definitely not be able to survive! 

 Blood Fiend holy shine!!!  



However, at this critical moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger immediately activated its 

bloodline ability. 

In fact, the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger had only wanted to test the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon and had never thought that it could defeat the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger. 

As such, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had already prepared its bloodline ability to activate at any 

time when it had just launched its attack. 

On the other hand, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon didn’t think much of the Bloodfiend divine 

demon Tiger at all. It was certain that it could kill the Bloodfiend divine demon Tiger with one move, so 

it didn’t put up any defense at all. 

“Chi …” 

In the next moment, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s energy fused into the Purple Heart golden 

divine Dragon’s body. 

Immediately after, a layer of dazzling Golden Dragon scales was perfectly replicated on the Bloodfiend 

Saint demonic Tiger’s body. 

In an instant, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger seemed to have put on a set of Golden Dragon-scale 

armor. 

Don’t even mention how handsome he was! 

“BOOM!” 

However, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s power still hit the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger in 

the next moment. 

The terrifying power sent the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger flying like a terrifying meteorite. It fell tens 

of thousands of miles away, creating a bottomless pit on the ground. 

“Blood Fiend! Are you alright?” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked and quickly flew over to check. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Under the crumbling ground, the soil and rocks split open, and the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger flew 

out with some difficulty. 

The Golden Dragon scales on his body were faintly visible, and they were already on the verge of 

disappearing. 

It was clear that when the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger duplicated items, it required an extremely 

large amount of spiritual power. The consumption was even greater, especially to maintain the 

existence of the duplicated items. 



At this moment, the Golden Dragon scales were helping it take the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s 

attack. This attack had almost exhausted all of the Bloodfiend divine demon Tiger’s psychic energy, 

leaving it on the verge of death and on the verge of fainting. 

Fortunately, the Golden Dragon scales were perfectly replicated and had the same defensive power as 

the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon. It completely blocked the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s 

attack and prevented the Bloodfiend Saint demon Tiger from being fatally injured. 

“Master … The rest is up to you …” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger lay on the ground with great effort, the White Dragon scales on its 

body completely dissipating. 

“Here! Eat these!” 

Without a word, Chen Xiaobei took out a bunch of pills that could recover mental power and fed them 

to the demonic blood Tiger. 

After taking it, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s mental power recovered greatly. 

 Hmph, stop struggling. You don’t have any chance of winning anyway!  

Seeing this, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon didn’t rush to attack. He acted as if victory was 

already in his grasp and he didn’t want to take advantage of others. 

Perhaps, to it, Chen Xiaobei and the others were just ants that it could easily crush. 

There was no need to take advantage of him. 

“Master, you should have seen everything clearly, right?” The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger asked in a 

deep voice. 

“I’ve seen clearly! You’ve worked hard!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

The Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger’s test had shown Chen Xiaobei the power of the Purple Heart 

golden divine Dragon in two ways. 

On one hand, the strength of the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s Saint origin power was almost 

invincible under the two-star divine ancestor realm. 

On the other hand, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s physical strength was also extremely 

terrifying. Its Golden Dragon scales were enough to resist the power of anyone below the two-star 

divine ancestor realm. 

This was equivalent to the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon having the strongest spear and shield 

below the two-star divine ancestor rank! 

Both offensive and defensive, with strong offensive and defensive equipment, it could be said that he 

was standing in an invincible place! 

“Master, if you change your strategy, I can cover your retreat. Don’t make unnecessary sacrifices!” 

The Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger lowered its voice and suggested that Chen Xiaobei reconsider. 



After all, Chen Xiaobei did not have a two-star divine ancestor level trump card. From the looks of 

things, Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning. 

“Don’t panic! I have a way to fight it!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he made up his mind. 

“This …” 

The Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger was shocked. No matter how hard it racked its brain, it could not 

figure out how Chen Xiaobei was going to defeat this terrifying enemy. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any more time. He took to the air and flew towards the Purple Heart golden 

divine Dragon. 

A great battle was about to start! 
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“Hmph! A mere ant! You dare to act tough in front of me!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon did not even look at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

Without any movement, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon directly blasted out a very strong wave 

of Saint origin power. 

It was like a golden lightning bolt that could tear the sky apart. Although the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon had only casually waved it, it still contained terrifying destructive power. 

Under normal circumstances, even an opponent of the same level would be injured if they were hit by 

this Saint Qi. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, the next moment, the terrifying Golden Saint Qi hit Chen Xiaobei’s body and dispersed like a 

cloud. 

It was obvious that the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s attack still couldn’t break through the 

defense of the ten thousand Dao Saint Emperor armor. 

“Woof!” 

This time, however, Chen Xiaobei was sent flying back a few thousand meters. 

Although he was not injured, he could already feel the pain. 
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When the Bloodfiend divine demonic Tiger, which was on the same level as the Purple Heart golden 

divine Dragon, attacked Chen Xiaobei, Chen Xiaobei did not even move an inch. He did not feel any pain! 

One could clearly see how terrifying the power of the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s golden eyes widened. 

Just a moment ago, it did not even bother to look at Chen Xiaobei. But now, it looked at Chen Xiaobei as 

if he was a monster. 

In its eyes, Chen Xiaobei should have been reduced to ashes, dead and without a trace. 

However, the reality was that even though Chen Xiaobei was sent flying a few thousand meters away, 

he was not injured at all. 

The huge contrast between ideal and reality shook the Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s heart. 

“That’s great!” 

“No! You’re too naive!” 

However, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger immediately poured a bucket of cold water on him.”The 

Purple Heart golden divine Dragon is still far from using his full strength! If master doesn’t have any 

other trump cards, I’m afraid this battle is fraught with grim possibilities!” 

 this …  Ice dome’s divine ancestor was instantly stunned. The joy she had felt a second ago was 

immediately replaced by intense anxiety and nervousness. 

Just as the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had said, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was still far 

from using its full strength. 

First of all, that burst of Saint Origin Energy was just the lowest level attack the Purple Heart golden 

divine Dragon could casually use. If it used all its Saint Origin Energy, its power and lethality would be 

multiplied. 

Secondly, the Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s bloodline ability was also a boost to one’s combat 

strength. By burning one’s blood essence, one could unleash terrifying power that exceeded one’s 

cultivation realm. 

By then, even with the protection of the ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei would 

still be injured. 

Once he was injured, it would only be a matter of time before Chen Xiaobei lost. 

Because of this, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger and the ice Dome Saint ancestor were extremely 

nervous and didn’t dare to be careless. 

“Little brat! I can tell!” 



The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon was so powerful that he immediately saw through the 

mystery.”The battle armor you’re wearing is very powerful! Without its protection, you will never be 

able to withstand my attacks!” 

“So what if I can?” 

 you can’t defeat me!  Chen Xiaobei said.  on the contrary, I can defeat you!  

 are you dreaming?!  

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon roared unhappily, ” “Although your puppet fighter is strong, it’s 

only a defensive magical equipment! Simply put, I can hurt you, but you can’t hurt me! Who won and 

who lost, is there still a need to say?” 

“Is that so? Then come and try!” 

Chen Xiaobei was confident and did not panic at all. He even provoked the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon with a cold smile. 

“Good! Since you’re looking for death! Naturally, I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s eyes were filled with battle intent. He stopped underestimating 

Chen Xiaobei and was ready to attack. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s body gushed out with boundless Saint 

Origin Energy. 

Trillions of golden holy light connected from the front and back like lightning, like a huge net that 

covered the sky and suppressed the universe. 

That scene was simply spectacular to the extreme. 

The huge visual impact made the ice Dome Saint ancestor and the blood Fiend Saint demonic Tiger’s 

hearts jump and they lost their souls. 

 Purple Heart Saint destroyer!!!  

Just as his Saint Origin Energy was circulated to the extreme, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon let 

out a terrifying roar that shook the entire space. 

In an instant, a ball of purple holy light suddenly appeared in front of its chest. 

The Holy Light was dazzling and dazzling. At the same time, it was accompanied by an extremely 

mysterious and powerful force. 

“Uh …” 

Then, the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon let out a painful howl. 

One couldn’t tell from the outside, but the Purple Heart golden divine dragon’s bloodline ability had 

been activated. 



The power of the special ability was like a raging fire, burning its body and soul. 

It would directly refine its blood essence into mysterious energy. 

That’s right! 

This was what the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger had mentioned before, the bloodline ability of the 

Purple Heart golden divine Dragon, Purple Heart Saint destroyer! 

By burning one’s own blood essence, one could forcibly erupt with power that exceeded one’s actual 

cultivation. 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon would not underestimate its enemy anymore. It used its most 

powerful killing move to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

 boom boom boom!!!  

Then, the purple holy light suddenly expanded like a big Bang in the universe. The terrifying power made 

people’s scalps numb. 

Then, the purple Saint light mixed with the Purple Heart golden divine Dragon’s Golden Saint origin 

power. 

It was as if a Golden Dragon and a purple dragon were entangled. 

They supported each other, helped each other grow, and derived from each other. 

BOOM! BOOM! 

In just an instant, one could clearly feel that the strength of the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger’s original 

Saint Origin Energy had increased in a straight line. 

He continued to improve, and in the end, he even stepped into the two star divine ancestor realm! 

This was extremely terrifying! 

If it was someone below two-star divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei would still have a chance. However, his 

opponent was already an early-stage two-star divine ancestor. Chen Xiaobei had no room to fight back. 

In an instant, the seemingly balanced situation was completely in the Purple Heart golden divine 

Dragon’s favor. 

The ice Dome Saint ancestor, the Bloodfiend Saint demonic Tiger, and old Hui all let out cries of despair. 

There was no suspense at all in such a battle situation. 

“Little brat! This time, I don’t believe that you can survive! Exterminate!” 

The Purple Heart golden divine Dragon let out its final roar. 

Suddenly, the purple and gold super-shockingly powerful Saint-level vital Qi slammed down on Chen 

Xiaobei. 

 


